
3rd Annual Tournament Rules and Regulations

October 21, 2022

-Scoring

The winner will be determined by subtracting the weight of the possible three fish

stringer (Trout, Redfish, and Flounder) from the golf score.  The lowest score wins.  In

the event of a tie, the winner will then be determined by the length of the flounder.  If

there is still a tie, or no flounder turned in, then the winner will be determined by the

length of the redfish, followed by the trout.  Weigh-In and scoring will begin at 1800 or

when the last team arrives from golf.

-Fishing Rules

-  Lines in the water 0700 IPhone Time

-  All participants must fish or wade from the same boat

-  Fish can only be obtained by rod and reel using artificial, live or dead bait

- All TPWD rules apply. Redfish must be between 20” - 28”, Trout must be between 17”-

23” and Flounder must be minimum of 15”

-  All weights and lengths determined by the weigh master will be final

-  If a fish measures over or under it will be kicked and no other fish of that species will

be accepted

-  Teams must be off the water by 1200

-  Ice chests, with only tournament fish, must be checked in, sealed and dropped off

between 1230-1300 at Texas Mesquite BBQ.  Fish will not be accepted after 1300



-Golf Rules

-  4- Man scramble format…Each member hits off the tee, then each member will hit

from the next best ball position, within one club length, throughout the completion of

the hole

-  Shotgun Start at 1400…Starting hole will be drawn at Captain’s Meeting

-  All players will tee off from the Blue Tee

-  If determined best ball lies within a hazard (Sand Trap, Rough, etc..) all members must

hit from within the hazard

-  If no ball is playable the team must take a penalty stroke and drop at the best point of

entry of out-of-bounds.  All shots must be within one club length and no closer to the

hole

-  Each hole must be played/putted through

-  A completed score card must be turned in to be eligible to compete in the tournament

-Fish Pot

-   $100 entry per team, 70% to 1st place team, 30% to 2nd place team

-  Must be entered to win

-  Winner will be determined by heaviest 3-Fish stringer (Trout, Redfish and Flounder).  If

no 3-fish stringer is turned in winner will be determined by heaviest 2-fish stringer

-  In the event of a tie the winner will be determined by length of the flounder followed

by the redfish then the trout

-Golf Side Pots

-   $100 entry per team enters team in both Longest Drive and Closest to the Pin

-  Must be entered to win

-  Winning team will be determined by Longest Drive and Closest to the Pin on selected

holes

-   Longest drive must be in the fairway and closest to the pin must be on the green

-  50% of pot goes to Longest Drive and 50% goes to Closest to the Pin


